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EDITOR'S NOTE
dear reader,

Wishing you all a very happy 
new year! 

here’s the first newsletter from 
the news editorial. though a 
little late to release, just as 

any other newsletters from KeF toastmasters, this 
newsletter is also very special. because, this is the 
first newsletter from KeF toastmasters after being 
a part of the new division Q.

toastmaster is in the business of changing lives 
for better. We believe that even a single person 
can make a huge difference. each of us can be that 
person and together as a team it is in our vision to 
positively impact the life of many others and by 
doing so we’re encouraging our successors to step 
up and take on the challenge for the future!

KeF toastmasters Club was formed in 2009 and as 
years pass, we always find new members to join 
and our older members get lesser active. some 
members come with a short term goal of becoming 

a confident speaker. as soon as they complete the 
10 projects from the Competent Communicator 
manual, they achieve this objective and we 
don’t see them anymore. as our motto states, 
toastmasters is a long term relationship, and we 
are here to learn together. 

We have many interesting topics in this issue and 
have a few dedicated pages for our Gaveliers, 
as well. We also have interviewed a dedicated 
toastmaster Couple where they answer “10 
questions to a toastmaster couple”. hope you will 
enjoy all that we have put together for you. 

We plan to have our upcoming newsletters be 
launched in the coming months and i request all 
our readers to contribute their articles so as to 
showcase them in our future issues. 

happy reading!

yours truly,
tM najmuddin naraan Chirakkal 
 editor / enGineer
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KeF toastmasters 
is a community club based out 
o f  d o h a .  We  a r e  a  c l u b  w i t h 
members predominantly from 
Kerala  engineers  Federat ion. 
our membership is open and we 
encourage people from all walks of 
life to join us.as toastmasters and 
everyday people, we offer a relaxed 
atmosphere to practice and learn 
public speaking, having fun along 
the way.

how do we do it? here at KeF 
toastmasters we provide a fun, 
f r i e n d l y,  s u p p o r t i v e  a n d  y e t 
professional learning experience 
that enables us to grow following 
the toastmaster’s Program. the 
challenging leadership Program 
includes critical thinking, planning 
and implementation, organizing 
and delegating, team building, 
mentoring and motivating people.

President’s 
Letter

TM Jyothikumar Chandran
President of KeF toastmasters Club

Welcome to KEF TOasTmasTErs Club No.1571590
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We think of toastmasters and we think of public speaking. and yes, there is plenty of 
that. increased confidence, self-esteem, and strength. the ability to think on your feet. 
the sheer enjoyment of learning from others speeches! Member’s speeches range from 
personal stories to personal areas of expertise.

Communication is another essential component of the growth we enjoy at KeF 
toastmasters. the Communication Program delivers this growth as each speech builds 
on the prior speech, constantly enhancing communication skills.

no matter your field of expertise, you will enjoy the welcoming diversity of our club. all 
we ask is that members try to be not better than everyone else but, “better than you 
used to be”. you will be astonished by your personal, professional and organizational 
growth as you implement the compounding effect of the leadership and communication 
program. 
 
We meet every 2nd & 4th Monday at telugu Cultural academy. Feel free to drop by and 
see if we’re the club for you!

best regards,

Jyothikumar Chandran
President, KeF toastmasters Club
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everyday we are facing many issues and we are known as engineers as we transform 
this challenges as the foot’s steps for a brighter future but my question to 

you is what is the major challenge that the modern society is facing.

as we know, the modern infotainment society has crossed and is further searching the oasis of 
development for example, india’s Chandrayan is bursting it’s path to its final destiny and the world 
lays naked in the drawing room of a common villager on his finger tip,…but as per newton’s third law 
there should be some equal and opposite reaction may be happening at some corner of the world. 
here i would like to list out some major advantageous that the modern science has given to us and 
corresponding opposite reactions that we can observe in the community, finally i will try to find out the 
prevalent challenge we are facing.

We have presence in space, we have fetched sand and rock from the moon, we are investigating who or 
what is there in the mars, but We don’t know who lives in our neighborhood or what we needs to bring 
him for his common social life, same way we are constructing houses jest like heavens and comprising 
of floor areas ranging to thousands of sq. meters, but we are reducing to micro and to nano family 
instead of being large joint families lying in small huts.

if we say about the medical science, it is the ever fast budding branch of science and the advancement 
has gain that much pace such that even remote villages became the synonym of large super specialty 
hospitals it occupies, and the no. of branches in medical science and number of specialized doctors also 
increasing, but in fact there is no decrease in number of any diseases or number of diseased instead the 
queue in front of hospital is crossing the corridors to the roads, and even we don’t have deficiency for 
the names as doctors used almost all words to name the types of fever and other diseases’ as ebola, 
yellow fever, rat, swan, tomato, Pig, corona, mers,…

Missing  
Links…

----by Muhammad Jouhar Kurungi Valappil
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same way we are using watches 
worth millions as you may know 
that one of the present PM, of 
one of the country was wearing 
watches worth 13 Million during 
his speech, but we don’t have 
enough time to spare with our 
problems itself.

We adorned our name tail with the 
degrees and certificate we own, 
but we lost our common sense 
and peace of mind on our way to 
achieve the same.

in fact i want to say there is some 
missing links between humanity 
and being a human and there is 
some real challenges remaining 
for us to embrace.

We know that there is severe 
poverty and deficiency of food 
and water is prolonging in all 
most all part of the world, and 

more than 60 % of the population is still under poverty line. those whoever using modern means of 
communication and social medias , are came across the devastating picture of an african teenager, 
putting his mouth on the back of a camel waiting for its natural call to have something to eat or drink,..
alaas,.. the scene is above our imagination as indians, but is it the bigger challenge that we have in 
this 21st century?....

We found blasts and riots in the nook and corner of the world and by seeing this we think that humanity 
is nowhere near to them, but is it the real challenge we have?....

in my opinion, the real challenge we, as modern 21st century new generation, that we faces is not 
the scarcity of water, or food nor it is the terrorism as it is named, but it is the deficiency of love and 
affection one should have to himself, and then to his family and then to his community then to his 
society and then to his country, which roots to the all problems that we discussed.

i would like to conclude this, with that transforming words of love and affection that changed the mind 
of that hunter who was trying to arrow down the lovely sparrow pares, scented by Maharshi Valmiki ( 
the hunter can be each human being of each time) which can be shorted as:

Ma Nishada pratishtatum samagah sashvatisamah yat krouncha mithunadekam sokam avadhim 
kama mohitam.

expecting a peaceful, harmonious and beautiful days to come.
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the 97th Meeting was unique in its kind, filled with information, entertainment, inspiration and 
Joy!

all the past presidents of KeF toastmasters (dtM raghavan, tM najeeb, tM Manzoor, tM abdulwahid), 
the area governor tM Christopher and the guest speaker Mr.Mahmood alam, Ceo of ayt international 
made the meeting a memorable and mesmerising truly reaping the benefits of being a toastmaster.

sergeant at arms tM yogesh in his usual eloquent and elegant style opened the meeting.

MEETING 97th
----by Murugesan sellapillai

AYT International CEO speaks@ KEF Toastmasters
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though the intent was to make the audience lighter in mood 
tM abdulwahid orated an out of box thinking joke that 
reverberated throughout the meeting.

toastmaster of the evening tM Vijay with his timely theme 
“Walk the life” held the meeting together at appropriate pace 
and bounce.

role players tM shanawaz, tM alex and tM rajkumar 
listened, noted and timed the meeting to better the best of 
the meeting.

tM Manzoor rocked the meeting by revealing the facts of 
toastmaster.

the speakers tM Vivek and tM bharat enthralled the audience 
by breaking the ice, taking the first step in their toastmaster 
journey.

their speeches touched the hearts and proved that nothing is 
impossible as it came out of their hearts directly.

tM Murugesan’s quote on success “the ability to move 
from one failure to another with no loss of enthusiasm” 
emphasised the perseverance and patience until the goal is 
struck!

the exciting moment of the meeting was run by table topic 
master tM rajiv brought bodily movements to test not only 
the nerves but also the bones by his innovative topics.

the guest speaker was special and unique human being. 
always kind and smiley yoga veteran hailing from bihar 
inspired the audience by his life stories. his words on keeping 
the mind and soul happy in addition to physical fitness is an 
eye opener. Giving and forgiving are his mantras that keeps 
him climbing. life lesions taken away from the meeting. a 
successful person in life, being humble and simple mingling 
easily with others insisted human touch on everything we do!

tM Jyothikumar, president of KeF toastmasters invited the 
aG Christopher and dtM raghavan to discuss the benefits of 
“open house” event that is coming up in the near future.

in total a mind blowing meeting and great feeling after 
rejuvenating mind and heart!

thanks to KeF toastmasters!
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KEF sharpens the Axe 
for club contest

“if i have 6 hours to chop down a tree, 
i would spend the first 5 hours in 
sharpening the axe” is what meeting 

no 98 practiced.

KeF toastmasters conducted a mock club 
contest in speech evaluation and table topics 
as a preparation to the upcoming club and area 

contests.

it was a perfect platform to practice for all 
the contest chairs as part of their Competent 
leadership track.

sergeant at arms tM Jouhar opened the meeting 
to set the tone of the contest.

----by Murugesan sellapillai
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evaluation contest chair tM rajiv conducted the 
contest in his vibrant voice.

t M  M u r u g e s a n ,  t M  J y o t h i k u m a r  a n d  t M 
abdulwahid participated in the evaluation contest.

tM najmuddin delivered the contest speech that 
motivated all to make things possible with good 
examples.

tM Jyothikumar conducted the table topics and 
dtM raghavan being the chief judge for all the 
contests provided the lively topic.

the topic was “if not now, when?”, a challenging 
topic which was well spoken by the contestants 

tM rajiv, tM Jouhar, tM Vivek and tM bharat.

dtM raghavan’s education module on “Preparing 
a Winning a speech” uncovered the judgement 
criteria and the ten tips for making it winning!

General evaluator tM abdulwahid evaluated the 
meeting and called in dtM raghavan to announce 
the winners.

tM abdulwahid and tM Jouhar bagged the titles 
for evaluation and tabletopics respectively.

now with our axes sharpen, the club contest will 
begin in January!
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10 Questions to a

interview with toastmaster Couple 
tM Gireesh Kumar and tM sreedevi Gireesh

Question 1: What made you interested in joining 
toastmasters?  
tM Gireesh: the passion to the art of public speaking.
tM sreedevi: to empower myself.

Question 2:  how many years have you been in 
toastmasters?
tM Gireesh:&sreedevi: 1 ½  year

Question 3: Who joined first- tM Gireesh or tM 
sreedevi? 
reply: Joined together. We are the charter members 
of exCel tM.

Question 4: We would like to know how you 
motivated the second person to join the club, 
because this is what toastmasters like us are really 
eager to know ;)
tM Gireesh: When the news of launching a tM club 
by excel came to us, we were not much aware of 
the working of it. but, from the little knowledge 
i had from my friends, inspired me and i invited 
sreedevi too to join, with the impression that it 
will be helpful in her teaching profession.
tM sreedevi: in the first meeting itself, during table 
topic session, i realised the difference between 
teaching students in a class room and delivering a 
speech in front of a crowd.  i decided to continue 
to strengthen me.

Question 5: Can you please tell us the impact of 
toastmaster activities in your lives....after being in 
toastmasters for these many years (please advice 
how many years)?
tM Gireesh: i do believe that my leadership qualities 
and public speaking skills have improved a lot. 
now i am able to handle communication in a 

better and positive manner both at home and at 
work place.
tM sreedevi: it helped me to improve a lot. now i can 
fly freely.

Question 6: Please share with us the happiest 
moments that you felt being a toastmaster? 
did your wife/husband being in toastmasters 
help you to be a better toastmaster/ to be more 
committed?
tM Gireesh: When joined, sreedevi was not at all 
able to perform in the table topic session. but 
in few months she proved herself in a function 
presenting a speech addressing a big gathering in 
Qatar. it was the happiest moment related to tM, 
for both of us.

Question 7: since both of you are in toastmasters, 
are you interested in discussing about toastmaster 
club and its activities during your free hours- 
among yourselves, to your children or others 
during non toastmaster occasions ? 
tM Gireesh: of course. toastmasters has become a 
part of our family life. it has got vital role in our 
day to day life, planning our activities and building 
up personal relationship.
tM sreedevi: it has its own role in our daily life. i do 
discuss with my children. they are also very much 
interested in such activities.

Question 8: are your children into toastmasters? 
do they help you with your activities? What do 
they say about your continuous commitment to 
this area of skills development?
tM Gireesh: My kids sandhra and swathi are too 
small to join tM. still they are regular visitors for 
tM meetings. they are interested in tM. they are 

Toastmasters Couple
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interview with toastmaster Couple 
tM Gireesh Kumar and tM sreedevi Gireesh

our first line viewers and evaluators during our 
practicing sessions. Getting inspiration from tM 
and us our elder daughters sandhra have already 
presented few speeches in the school assembly.
tM sreedevi: they provide us moral support.

Question 9: being a family man/woman how do 
you manage your time for yourself, family,work, 
toastmasters and other social commitments.how 
do you strike a balance of activities in your daily 
life routines?
tM Gireesh: tM have helped me a lot in improving 
time management. i am passionate to spend time 
with my family. being the secretary of exCel, an 
organization of ex Cochin refineries employees, 
i am proud to say that the annual get together of 
this year was organized purely in tM meeting style 
by scheduling each and every activities, strictly 

following a pre-planned time schedule.
tM sreedevi: i plan my activities in a meticulous 
manner, so i can handle this and my family.

Question 10: do you get free time? how do you 
spend your leisure time, if you manage to get 
some?
tM Gireesh:time is the major limitation for us, as 
our kids are actively participating in many extra- 
curricular activities like dance and painting classes 
and programmes etc. during leisure times i used 
to write poems and songs. now we are in the final 
phase of the production of a Malayalam music 
album. i am the lyricist. its recording is over and 
will be released by the end of this month. sreedevi 
is the producer for the project.
tM sreedevi: i spent my leisure time with my family. it 
gives me immense pleasure.
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Toastmasters of Divisions E & Q in Qatar 
successfully conducted their maiden Gavels 
debate tournament, last week. the exciting 
contest was organized at olive international 
school, doha. the 8 participating gavel clubs were 
- bPs Gavels, doha Gavels, dukhan Gavels, eF 
Gavels, iCC Gavels, KeF Gavels, oasis Gavels and 
Qatar Gavels. 

the tournament was conducted in 3 rounds on 
the same day. in the Quarter Final round, 4 heated 
debates ensued simultaneously on the topic ‘this 
house believes that internet brings more harm 
than good.’the four semi finalists were selected 
as – bPs Gavel Club, eF Gavel Club, iCC Gavel Club 
and KeF Gavel Club. the topic for the semi-finals 
round was ‘this house believes that science is a 
threat to humanity’. the gaveliers passionately 
argued for and against the topic and the two 
finalist teams were announced as bPsGavel Club 
and KeF Gavel Club. the final round was a lively 
discussion on the long-standing controversial 
topic: ‘this house believes that mothers should 
stay at home and look after their children.’ 
after 30 minutes of vehement deliberations, the 
opposition team bPs Gavel Club was declared 
winners of the tournament. the winning team 
comprised of Gav. sainta, Gav. Malay, Gav. ann 
Mary&Gav.arya.the second prize winner was 
KeF Gavel Club represented byGav. Manasi, Gav. 
sneha, Gav. supradeepa&Gav.dany.the debates 
were moderated by Gavel Club Counselors and 
judged by eminent toastmasters.

teams that reached the semifinal round were eF 
Gavel Club (Gav. nihan ,Gav.anuelezabeth ,Gav. 
amal&Gav.Mohhazem) and iCC one Gavel Club 
(Gav. aditi ,Gav. saravanan ,Gav. tanya, Gav. 
Varghese). other Clubs who participated in this 
contest are dhukan Gavel Club (Gav. Maham, Gav. 
sumaya, Gav. Venkatesh, Gav. suraj) ; Qatar Gavel 
Club (Gav. aryan, Gav. amshar, Gav. Vishmi, Gav. 
tharushini); doha Gavel Club (Gav. deepak, Gav. 
Movin, Gav. nivedhitha, Gav. Priya) & oasis Gavel 
Club (Gav. Kevin, Gav. dhivya, Gav. Mohammed, 
Gav. nishanth).

the contests culminated with an award ceremony 
which was graced by division e Governor tM 
nasimudheen hameed, division Q Governor tM 
shyam sundar, other division officials, school 
officials and parents of gaveliers. the contests 
were very well organized under the able leadership 
of division Gavels Coordinator nV raghavan dtM 
and was well supported by assistant division 
Gavel Coordinators tM susan Mathews & tM 
sybille sajeet.

Gavel  c lubs are publ ic  speaking c lubs for 
teenagers, sponsored by local toastmaster clubs. 
Currently there are ten registered Gavel Clubs in 
Qatar. Gavel clubs develop children to become 
good speakers & leaders. the toastmasters 
fraternity in Qatar regularly conducts speech 
events for Gaveliers are a part of its social 
commitment to promote public speaking and 
leadership among the youth of Qatar.

Young Debate Champions
announced by Toastmasters

----by dtM raghavan Menon
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Toastmasters International, world renowned nonprofit organisation instituted in 1924, 

is celebrating its 90th anniversary this year. to commemorate this feat, division Q district 20 organised 
an 8-star educational workshop recently for its members and guests at al Ghazal Club, doha. the 
workshop was aimed at revisiting the basics of toastmasters educational programme, which is the 
foundation of the organisation. the workshop received an overwhelming response with 150 attendees. 
Qatar's eight best trainers were chosen, based on their experience and training skills, to conduct the 
workshop. 

division Q assistant division Governor and workshop chairperson tM Joseph stanley and opened the 
workshop and introduced the master of ceremonies tM Cyril anand.

anand, division evaluation champion, conducted the training on 'toastmaster of the day.' he made the 

-B2B-
Back to 
Basics

toastmasters international goes back to basics 
on its 90th anniversary
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workshop look like a hollywood movie, assigning the trainers movie characters. he narrated the ideal 
ways of how to be an effective toastmaster of the day and how to prepare for the role. his training 
included examples as well as demonstrations of the common misconceptions members tend to have. 
he then introduced and invited tM Koka Prasad.

Prasad, four time district speech contest champion (district comprises of uae, oman, Kuwait, Jordan, 
lebanon, bahrain and Qatar), conducted the training on 'how to say it.' it's one of the speech projects in 
toastmasters Competent Communicator manual. he involved the audience with his interactive training 
to enhance public-speaking skills.

dtM Gil bangalan, division speaker's bureau chair, conducted a session on 'Vocal Variety.' in this 
module, he demonstrated the power of voice modulation in a speech, to enhance the message and to 
liven expression. 

dtM Malini sahni, district toastmasters leadership institute chair, spoke on how to"inspire your 
audience." she demonstrated a few speech structures that inspire audience and take on action.

after the presentation of the four modules, a brief Q&a session followed. Past regional advisor of 
region 11 (Middle east, africa and continental europe) dtM sonny Varghese, addressed the gathering 
and narrated the history of toastmasters international in remembrance of dr ralph C smedley (1878-
1965), founder of toastmasters international. dtM Vijaya Monteiro, table topics speech division 
champion and founder and president of iCC eves, gave an insight into the preparation and delivery of 
table topics speeches. 

tM Vinodh K demonstrated the dos and don'ts of an evaluation. evaluation is considered the corner 
stone in toastmasters learning where a member has the privilege to receive instant feedback in form 
of evaluation. tM Vinodh gave examples of inappropriate ways to evaluate a speaker and highlighted 
its negative effect on a speaker. he later gave effective evaluation techniques with wit, making the 
workshop lively. 

tM safeer azeez, division toastmasters leadership institute chair, evaluated the workshop as an 
example of effective general evaluation. 

dtM sonny Varghese, past regional advisor and toastmasters brand ambassador, presented his module 
on toastmasters etiquettes. 

district 20 lt Governor for Marketing dtM saquib raza Khan addressed the audience and in his 
remarks, commended division Q for conducting the workshop. 

division Governor of division Q tM shyam sundar concluded the workshop thanking all the presenters, 
the sponsoring club Filcom international toastmasters and its president tM Farooq. the main sponsors 
for the event were dhl and ayt international.

----by tM Manju Madhu
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1. deter ants
sprinkle salt in doorways, on window sills and 
anywhere else ants use to sneak into your house. 
it’s a sure way to keep them out!

2. Kill grass and weeds growing in cracks in your 
driveway
tired of weeding your driveway? sprinkle salt on 
the grass and pour very hot water over it. not 
only is this a highly effective way to kill unwanted 
plants, it’s also eco-friendly and cheap.

3. say goodbye to fleas
if  your dogs have fleas,  simply wash their 
doghouse and blankets in salt water. if you’re 
worried your dogs may have brought fleas into 
your house, simply sprinkle your carpets lightly 
with salt and then brush it in. leave it for 12 hours 
and vacuum thoroughly.

4. Pick up a dropped egg
if you drop an egg on the kitchen floor, sprinkle 
salt on the mess and leave it there for 20 minutes. 
you’ll be able to wipe it right up.

5. Clean up oven spills quickly
if a pie or casserole bubbles over in the oven, pour 
a handful of salt on top of the spill. it won’t smoke, 
smell and, most importantly, will bake into a crust 
that makes the mess easier to clean once it’s 
cooled.

6. Clean brown spots off your iron
simply sprinkle salt on a sheet of waxed paper, 
slide the iron across it and rub lightly with silver 
polish. your iron will look like brand-new in no 
time.

7. remove stains from your coffee pot
Fill it with 1/4 cup of table salt and a dozen ice 
cubes. swish the mixture around, let it sit for 
half an hour, fill it with cold water and rinse. your 
coffee pot will look brand new.

8. Keep your windshield frost-free
dip a sponge into salt water and rub it  on 
windows, and they won’t frost up even when the 
mercury drops below zero.

9. shell nuts more easily
soak pecans and walnuts in salt water for a few 
hours before shelling them. doing so will make it 
easier to remove the meat.

10. drip-proof candles
if you soak new candles in a strong salt solution 
for a few hours, then dry them well, they won’t 
drip when you burn them.

----by tM najeeb abdul Jaleel

10 Surprising 
Good Uses 

of Salt
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bharat suru
organization : ayt international, doha Qatar.
designation : engineer-technical sales
i'm bachelor lives here in Qatar with friends from last 8 
months and working as technical sales engineer in ayt 
international.
i generally spend my time listening to music, jogging & 
roaming. 
My motto to join toastmasters is to improve my 
professional speaking skills and make good friends.  

Vivek Gopal Patil
organization : ayt international Wll, doha Qatar.
designation : electrical testing engineer
i'm bachelor lives here in Qatar with friends from last 
10 months and working as  electrical testing engineer 
in ayt international Wll.
i mostly spent my time listening to music, talking with 
friends, reading news papers & roaming. 
My motto to join toastmasters is to improve my 
professional speaking skills and want to become a 
good leader.

Md shahnawaz ahmad 
Professional experience : electrical engineer at ayt 
international Wll 
recently got married (28th december 2014), and step 
into a new phase of life.
hobby : love to travel and explore new places, 
Foodie. Generally passes the free time by listening 
music & watching movies.
the reason behind joining the toastmaster is for 
career advancement and to enhance the leadership 
abilities. 

Meet our new members
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PresiDent
tM jyothikumar chandran

tM Gopu rajasekhar
treAsurer

tM yogesh rupchand Pawar
serGeAnt@ArM

tM rajiv Bhosale
 vP MeMBershiP

tM vijay Dinker suvarna
secretAry

tM najmuddin naraan chirakkal
vP PuBLic reLAtion

tM Abdul Wahid
iMMeDiAte PAst PresiDent

tM Murugesan sellapillai
vP eDucAtion & trAininG

KEF  TOASTMASTERS
W h E r E  L E A d E r s  A r E  M A d E

Add: Area 52, division Q, district 20, doha-Qatar

2014-2015 EXCOM TEAM

President:  tM jyothikumar chandran
VP Education & Training:  tM Murugesan sellapillai

VP membership:  tM rajiv Bhosale
VP Public relation:  tM najmuddin naraan chirakkal

secretary:   tM vijay Dinker suvarna
Treasurer:  tM Gopu rajasekhar, tM Muhammad jouhar K.v

sergeant@arm:  tM yogesh rupchand Pawar
Immediate past president:  tM Abdul Wahid

Club No. 1571590 
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CLUB NO. 1571590
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Happy Birthday

KEF TOASTMASTERS

Where Leaders Are Made

Area 52, Division Q, District 20, Doha-Qatar
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1. in physics, light refers to 
electromagnetic radiation. the 
light we normally talk about 
in everyday life refers to the 
visible spectrum (the part of the 
electromagnetic spectrum that 
the human eye can see).

2.  other animals can see parts 
of the spectrum that humans 
can’t.  For example,  a  large 
n u m b e r  o f  i n s e c t s  c a n  s e e 
ultraviolet (uV) light.

3. uV light can be used to show 
things the human eye can’t see, 
coming in handy for forensic 
scientists.

4. the wavelength of infrared 
light is too long to be visible to 
the human eye.

5 .  s c i e n t i s t s  s t u d y  t h e 
properties and behaviors of light 
in a branch of physics known as 
optics.

6. isaac newton observed that 
a thin beam of sunlight hitting a 

glass prism on an angle creates 
a band of visible colors that 
includes red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue, indigo and violet 
( r oyG b i V ) .  t h i s  o c c u r r e d 
because different colors travel 
t h r o u g h  g l a s s  ( a n d  o t h e r 
mediums) at different speeds, 
causing them to  refract  at 
different angles and separate 
from each other.

7.  light travels very, very fast. 
the speed of light in a vacuum 
( a n  a r e a  e m p t y  o f  m a t t e r ) 
is around 186,000 miles per 
second (300,000 kilometres per 
second).

8. light travels slower through 
different mediums such as glass, 
water and air. these mediums 
are given a refractive index to 
describe by how much they slow 
the movement of light. Glass has 
a refractive index of 1.5, meaning 
that lights travels through it 
at around 124,000 miles per 
second (200,000 kilometres per 
second). the refractive index of 

water is 1.3 while the refractive 
index of air is 1.0003, meaning 
that air only slightly slows down 
light.

9.  light takes 1.255 seconds to 
get from the earth to the Moon.

10. sunlight can reach a depth 
of around 80 metres (262 feet) 
in the ocean.

11. one of the many things 
italian scientist Galileo Galilei 
worked on was telescopes, 
p r o d u c i n g  t e l e s c o p e s  w i t h 
around 30x magnification in 
some of his later work. these 
telescopes helped him discover 
the four largest moons orbiting 
Jupiter (later named the Galilean 
satellites).

12. Photosynthesis is a process 
that involves plants using energy 
from sunlight to convert carbon 
dioxide into food.

Science
Facts of
LIGHT

----by Gav. aalia najmuddin
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ALB CC CL

Congratulations!

             WELL DONE!

KEF TOASTMASTERS

Ashish Mohandas Jyothikumar 
Chandran

Manju Madhu 
Santosh

CLUB NO. 1571590

ADD: Area 52, Division Q, District 20, Doha-Qatar
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Am i such 

the time is coming for me to be killed,                       
even though i cried you gave me no thought,

i lied in your womb frightened to death,
soon enough my soul will be pierced.

‘’isn’t my mother excited to see me?’’
‘’isn’t she pleased to be able to hold me?’’

My heart was broken with distress,
as i thought ‘am i such a burden?’

i too want to see the sun and moon,
i too want to see the world,

oh mother, please don’t kill me,
Please don’t send me to my tomb.

Please spare my life mother,
We could start a new journey together,
allow me to live and be a part of you,

oh please, please don’t let my life be a history.

a Burden

--- by Gav. daisys
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Knowledge

Milky Way’s Twin

astronomers have spotted a galaxy that looks 
rather like our own .Given the name nGC 6744, 
the spiral galaxy is 30 million light years away in 
the southern constellation of Pavo, the Peacock. 
While nGC 6744 looks similar to our galaxy, it is 
nearly twice the diameter of our home, which is 
100,000 light years across.

Good To Be Bad
lying  Children  are  smarter

Kang lee, director of the institute of Child 
study at toronto university, found that children 
who start telling lies at an early age have brains 
that are better at cognitive processes such as 
problem solving and verbal reasoning. by the age 
of 12 almost every child  lies, according to lee’s 
research. but, at the age of 2, just 20% of children 
can lie and those kids are likely to grow up to be 
higher- achieving adults. this isn’t ‘cause they’re 
deceitful fraudsters. it’s simply ‘cause their brains 
are more capable and creative. 

Enhancer --by Gav. dany
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Spurting Plasma   
a stream of plasma burst out from the sun, but since it lacked enough force 
to break away, most of it fell back into the sun in May 27, 2014. this eruption 
was minor and such events occur almost every day on the sun and suggest the 
kind of dynamic activity being driven by powerful magnetic forces near the sun’s 
surface.

Are Brains of Humans and Birds 
wired in a similar way?

a recent study shows that humans and birds 
have similar brains, suggesting they evolve 
from a “common blueprint” millions of years 
ago. the study on the neural pathways in 
humans and birds show what we share in 
common with the avian creatures as their 
skills involved with high level cognition 
including complex social reasoning, problem 
solving and the ability to make and use tools 
like human beings.
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--by Gav. dany
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KEF Gavels Children's Day special
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SPEECH CONTEST

Speech Contest
2015 Annual

Venue: TCA
date: 27/Jan/2015

Time: 6:00pm- 9:45pm

cLuB ADD:  AreA 52, Division Q, District 20, DohA-QAtAr

You are Invited !

2015

CLUB NO. 1571590 

KEF TOASTMASTERS



KEF TOASTMASTERS

Club meetings
every 2nd & 4th Monday at telugu Cultural academy,

behind Gulf times, off C-ring road, doha,
Qatar.

useful links
toastmasters international

http://www.toastmasters.org

KeF toastmasters
http://www.keftoastmasters.org

https://www.facebook.com/groups/keftoastmasters
https://twitter.com/KeFtoastmasters

http://www.youtube.com/user/keftoastmasters

district 20 toastmasters
http://district20.toastmastersdistricts.org

division e Qatar
http://divisioneqatar.org



Phone: +974 55977195 , +974 66735819
email: keftoastmasters@googlegroups.com

www.keftoastmasters.org

VISION OF THE CLUB
to become the best toastmasters Club in the division by achieving the toastmasters international, 

district, division & area Goals

MISSION OF THE CLUB
the mission of the KeF toastmasters Club is to provide a mutually supportive and positive learning 
environment in which every individual member has the opportunity to develop oral communication 

and leadership skills, which in turn foster self confidence and personal growth.

A TOASTMASTER’S PROMISE
•  to attend club meetings regularly

•  to prepare all of my speeches to the best of my ability, basing them on projects in the 
Communication and leadership Program manuals

•  to provide fellow members with helpful and constructive evaluations

•  to help the club maintain the positive, friendly environment necessary for all members to 
learn and grow

•  to serve my club as an officer when called on to do so

•  to adhere to the guidelines and rules for all toastmasters educational and recognition 
programs

toastmasters   international
www.toastmasters.org


